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April 2021 

Stay Safe!  

Stay Healthy! 
Hello SWEsters, 
SWE-WI hopes you and your families are staying safe and healthy! 

 

Congratulations UWSP!!!! 
The SWE Board of Directors approved 

University of Wisconsin – Stevens Point’s 

charter. 

I know all of you have put in an enormous 

amount of work to get the approval.  We want 

to give you a well-deserved round of applause, 

and officially welcome you as a collegiate 

section!
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Scholarship 
Spring Scholarship Winner 

My name is Meghana Kalluri and I am a sophomore at the University of Wisconsin-

Madison, studying biomedical engineering. I am on the biomaterials (cellular and 

tissue engineering) track and am participating in an internship at a stem cell 

research company in Madison, which also happens to be my hometown! In my free 

time, I like to play tennis, read, and spend time with family and friends.  
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Scholarship 
Spring Scholarship Winner 

Hello! My name is Aleah Hummel and I am a Civil Engineering undergraduate student at 
Michigan Technological University. Along with being an active member in our Michigan 
Tech SWE chapter, I am currently one of the Evening with Industry Chairs. I am also a 
member of the American Society of Civil Engineers and Alpha Society at Michigan Tech. 
I am actively involved in one of our University Parishes as a Soul Core Ministry Leader 
and a bible study participant. In my free time, you can find me hiking or cross-country 
skiing in the Keweenaw. This past summer, I had a civil engineering internship where I 
worked on a sewer and water utility relay and street resurfacing construction project. I 
am most interested in the water resources aspects of civil engineering. My main career 
goal is to incorporate sustainability practices in civil engineering projects. I am very 
grateful to be the recipient of the Society of Women Engineers- Wisconsin Section 
Martha Maxwell Memorial Endowed Scholarship.  
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SWE created ‘Inclusion Solutions: Discussing a Diverse Culture is in the Cards’ training cards set. 
 
Each issue of the newsletter we will be showcasing one of these cards to help the diversity and 
inclusion discussion within SWE-WI. 

 
First we ask you to think about these questions: 

 How do you feel when you hear the terms diversity and inclusion? 
 

 How do you define diversity? 
 

 How do you define inclusion? 

 How are the two terms similar and different for you? 
 

 Describe the term 

biases. Second some 

definitions: 

 Diversity:  The understanding that each individual is unique; recognizing individual differences. 
These can be along the dimensions of race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, socio-
economic status, age, physical abilities, religious beliefs, political beliefs, or other 
ideologies. 

 
 Inclusion:  A state of being valued, respected, and supported; focusing on the needs of every 

individual and ensuring the right conditions are in place for each person to achieve full 
potential. 

 Bias:  The fundamental way (positive or negative) an individual looks at or encounters a situation 
or circumstance to make sense of it; a conscious or unconscious belief. 

 
 Now for the seventeenth card in the series:  
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After reading this, reflect on the first questions asked.  Did any of your answers change? 

 

Take this discussion with you, and consider what it means for you in your current career. 

Special thanks to SWE for creating these cards and to Lessons Learned Consulting Inc. for printing 
them. We ask that you do not re-purpose the information and/or send it to anyone outside of the 
SWE section. 

 

If you have additional questions, please reach out to:  learning@swe.org  

 

This video gives more information about the card and how they can be used. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbvg__T6hwk 

 

This card set is available for purchase from the SWE store at the following link.  The version 
highlighted here is the ’SWE Inclusion Solutions Cards.’ 

 

 http://societyofwomenengineers.swe.org/page/5318-sweswag 

mailto:learning@swe.org
http://societyofwomenengineers.swe.org/page/5318-sweswag
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SWE Professional Development 
WE21 in Indianapolis  
 

WE21 so far is going ahead as planned, below are some quick points of 

information about the next conference and some upcoming deadlines.  

WE21 will be held in Indianapolis on October 21 to 23 and the theme is “aspire 

to inspire”. 

 

The call for presentations is released with a deadline of March 22nd. If you are 

submitting an idea for a presentation, let us know if it is picked so we can 

attend and cheer you on! 

 

WE Locals have been postponed again until 2022, Indianapolis is the next 

society conference. This is about a 4-5-hour drive from Milwaukee and Madison 

and a 6-7-hour drive from the Fox Cities. Hopefully we can all meet again in 

person in October! 

 

-Andie, Secretary 2 - Society Liaison 
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SWE Professional Development 
Spring Forward 2021 
On April 10, 2021, SWE-WI hosted the second Spring Forward Professional 

Development Day at the Milwaukee Marriott West.  They had a fun morning with 

both in person and virtual events and attendees.  The committee gave us great 

presentations from the keynote with Ana Kraft and her journey to becoming the 

founder of Xena Workwear to six great breakout sessions helping us with 

networking, posture, Microsoft Outlook, outreach, design thinking, and DMAIC.  

There was also some fun with the center pieces which consisted of toilet paper 

and “COVID” viruses, which were made from Q-Tips and Styrofoam.  The 

morning ended with Celebrate SWE-WI to recognize our scholarship recipients 

as well as recognize the extra efforts of our professional members.  
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Celebrate SWE 
SWE-WI FY21 Internal Awards 

Most Valuable Person (MVP) Award 

Michal Riege received the Most Valuable Person (MVP) Award. Her nominations 

noted how she helped start the year off well (despite COVID’s challenges) and 

mentioned her Spring Forward planning efforts. 

Michal Riege is the Continuous Improvement and Quality Director. She has worked in 

manufacturing for all of her career.  Her expertise covers engineering, supply chain, 

IT, consulting, strategy, and organizational development. She has a BS in Industrial 

Engineering from MSOE and an MBA from Marquette University both located in 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  She has been a member of SWE since college.  Michal has 

helped the Wisconsin section with judging, organizing activities and representing 

SWE at community events.  Michal lives with her husband and 2 cats in Cedarburg.  

She enters cooking competitions and recently started gardening. 

 

Outstanding New Member Award 

Madhushree Ghosh received the Outstanding New Member Award for 

taking initiative and showing leadership despite being a new SWE-WI 

member.  Madhushree Ghosh is a Quality Engineer at Husco Automotive in 

Waukesha, Wisconsin. Prior to this role, she was a Process Engineer and 

Quality Manager at a start-up in Chicago, Illinois called AllCell 

Technologies, that makes battery packs for electric vehicles. Madhushree 

holds degrees in Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering from Illinois 

Institute of Technology. She has been involved with SWE since fresh-person year of college, holding leadership roles in 

the collegiate section and continuing to volunteer at SWE events and conferences in the professional section. She has 

recently joined the SWE-Wisconsin chapter as the Events Planner and has also introduced her employer, Husco, to the 

amazing world of SWE!  

Collegiate Section Achievement Award 

Marquette University received the Collegiate Section Achievement Award for their great work implementing a new 

mentoring program! 

Significant Corporate Support Award 

Xena Workwear received the Significant Corporate Support Award not only 

for their financial contributions but also for their commitment to speaking at Spring Forward in 2021 

after COVID interrupted plans for Spring Forward in 2020.  

Xena Workwear creates fashionable safety shoes and functional apparel for women in STEM and the Trades. The 

company was founded by Ana Kraft who worked as a project engineer and was frustrated by the lack of professional 

personal protective equipment (PPE) available to women in demanding industries. This new category of workwear helps 

professional women be safe and feel confident in any work environment. Transitioning between the office, to the 

construction site or manufacturing floor has never been so easy. 
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Celebrate SWE 
President’s Choice Awards 

President’s Choice Award: Persistent Planner 

Mel Groenewold received the President’s Choice “Persistent Planner” 

Award for continuing to drive Spring Forward planning efforts even 

amongst ever changing conditions! 

Mel grew up in Mason, OH, before moving to Terre Haute, IN, graduating 

with her BS in Computer Engineering from Rose-Hulman Institute of 

Technology in 2019. Ever since, she’s worked at Milwaukee Tool as an 

electrical engineer, currently in New Product Development – Drilling and 

Driving. She’s been involved in SWE for years and is a former 2 term 

collegiate section president. Planning Spring Forward has been an 

interesting challenge, and she’s glad it went well! In her spare time, she 

volunteers with FIRST, Science Olympiad, and various campus outreach 

programs, and loves to hike and try new restaurants (and beers)! 

 

President’s Choice Award: Visionary Virtual Volunteer 

Heidi Balestrieri received the President’s Choice “Visionary Virtual Volunteer” Award 

for providing creative, socially distanced outreach ideas and virtual volunteer 

opportunities to SWE-WI members! 

Heidi is an Engineering Manager at Sentry Equipment in Oconomowoc.  Her 

engineering career focus is leading product development and continuous 

improvement within manufacturing environments. She has extensively developed and 

contributed to K-12 outreach programs, consistent with SWE’s mission.  She has 

directly impacted more than 3,600 girls with outreach programs including:  local Girl 

Scout badge events, FIRST LEGO League, and the STEM Expo in partnership with ASCE.  

She has made a concerted effort to relate hands-on outreach activities to the working 

world of engineering; introducing students in elementary through high school to 

careers in engineering.  
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SWE Announcements 
Webmaster Position Open for FY22! 

SWE-WI is looking to fill the Webmaster position for FY22! This crucial role for 

our section keeps the SWE Wisconsin website up to date and running smoothly. 

Due to the important position in a technologically filled world, the 

transition between the current and new Webmaster will be important. 

 

If you are interested in the position or have any questions, please contact Kyela 

at kyelaspecht@gmail.com. Thanks for your interest and support of the section! 

  

mailto:kyelaspecht@gmail.com
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SWE Announcements 
  Wendy Landwehr Endowment Fund 

The Chicago Regional Section (CRS) is currently trying to create a 
Wendy Landwehr Endowment Fund, to celebrate her memory and hard 
work with SWE.  

 If you would like to donate and contribute to this endowment fund, in her 
honor, SWE CRS and Martin Landwehr (her husband) would greatly appreciate it! They 
are nearing the finish line and are currently looking for another ~$4000 to complete 
the $25,000 needed to create the endowment fund.  

For personal donations, there is a PayPal link that can be used by the membership, if 
that is their preference.  

https://www.paypal.me/WendyLandwehrFund 

Let me know if you need more information or would like to discuss this effort further, 
patriciawalker77@gmail.com. 

Thanks for considering this valiant cause, forever your FRG, 

-Tricia 

 

  

https://www.paypal.me/WendyLandwehrFund
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Upcoming Events 
 

Check the SWE-WI website or Facebook page 

for upcoming events.   Also watch for the 

weekly e-blast to stay informed on the 

current happenings in the SWE-WI section! 

 

SWE-WI Website: 

https://wisconsin.swe.org/ 

 

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/swewisconsin/ 

 

Contact: Allison McDougal, swewisconsin@gmail.com, if you are 

not receiving the weekly e-blast e-mails. 
 

https://wisconsin.swe.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/swewisconsin/
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Upcoming Events 
MSOE SWE's 41st Anniversary Celebration - 5/7 

Join MSOE SWE, via Zoom, to celebrate our 41st year as a Collegiate Section. This year’s theme is 

Past – Present – Future. Hear alumnus, Alana Tirimacco speak about her past connections to the 

organization, listen to our FY21 President, Morgan Coirier, give a State of the Section address, and 

hear our road map for the future of the Section. Also, observe MSOE SWE’s 1st Annual Award 

Ceremony that honors SWEster’s participation. 

Registration link is: https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0tcO6gqzgjHdNJMpN2Ww1S2dqJ7drjMn-H 

  

https://proofpointisolation.com/browser?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fmeeting%2Fregister%2FtZ0tcO6gqzgjHdNJMpN2Ww1S2dqJ7drjMn-H
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OUTREACH  
For this Spring, many typical outreach events are being postponed to spring or being held 

differently than before, as information on volunteer opportunities becomes available it will be 

posted to the website, shared in the eblast, and posted on Facebook.  In the meantime, do 

you know of a Girl Scout Troop wanting to do a virtual meeting to earn a SWE STEM 

badge?  Contact me at swewioutreach@swe.org for more information. 

Heidi Balestrieri 

 

Would you be interested in working with a Girl Scout Troop and introducing a girl to 

engineering?  The Girl Scouts have introduced new engineering and STEM badges and troops 

are looking for engineers who would be willing to help them earn these badges.  For 

information on how to be involved, project ideas, and how to find a troop contact 

swewioutreach@swe.org    

If you have been involved in an outreach event and are a SWE member, send information 

about the event to Heidi Balestrieri at swewioutreach@swe.org so we can report the 

information in the SWE outreach tool.  Information needed for the report: event name, date, 

all SWE sections that were involved, description of event, breakdown of girls and boys who 

participated, age of students, number of adult guests, number of SWE member volunteers, 

number of other volunteers, any partner organizations involved, or any other information to 

share. 

 
  

mailto:swewioutreach@swe.org
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OUTREACH 

 
SWE sponsored the Best Technical Writing Award at the Engineering Machine Design Contest in Wisconsin 

organized by STEMForward.  Eight High School teams from around Wisconsin participated virtually in the 

contest.  Teams created a contraption using simple machines and including four advanced STEM concepts 

(Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical and Hydraulics) to transfer energy in as many as 20 steps and incorporating 

the theme of Transportation. Students needed to write down the steps of their machine and submit the steps their 

engineering notebook.  In the notebook they also recorded the design process they went through to design their 

machine, initial sketches, pictures of the process of creating their machine, and final pictures.  New Berlin's 

Transportation Through Time Team had very clear and easy to follow steps that made it easy to visualize their 

machine before seeing it.  They also had very detailed hand sketches of what they intended to build which really 

impressed the SWE judges.  Thank you to the volunteers Victoria Sellers and Heidi Balestrieri for reviewing and 

judging this contest for SWE.  If this sounds interesting in May, SWE will be judging the middle school 

competition Contrapt which is very similar.  Look for information in the EBlast! 

 

 
Picture of the winner's machine of Best Technical Writing Award sponsored by SWE 
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SWE Programs 
 

SWENext Membership – General Information 
 

SWENext is a way to become part of the Society 

of Women Engineers as a student through the 

age of 18. Become part of SWE and 

#BeThatEngineer! Joining is free. Any student 13 

or older can become a SWENexter. For those 

younger than 13, a parent will need to be the 

primary contact. 

Add the following to SWENext information: 

Register for SWENext and use event code: 

Wisconsin. 
 

General SWENext Websites 
 

  Visit our main SWENext website: 

 http://societyofwomenengineers.swe.org /swenext  
 

  Read our comic book series all about engineering Constance and Nano: 

 https://constanceandnano.swe.org /  
 

  Connect with SWE members and other SWENexters through our SWENext Clubs: 

 http://societyofwomenengineers. swe.org /swenext -clubs  
 

  Watch our SWENext Reporter’s videos: 

 https://ww w.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYvUdOKoCBdchedo5w 20uh9wuXH  RRQNo7  
 

  Find out more about our awards programs for high school students: 

 http://so cietyofwomenengineers. swe.org /k -12 -outreach/swenext -

awards  General SWENext DesignLab Social Media 

  Twitter@SWENext  
 

   Facebook  (exclusively for high school SWENexters) 
 

  #SWENext 
 

  #BeThatEngineer 
 

Thanks for helping us get the word out! 

Please send all SWENext queries to outreach@swe.org. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYvUdOKoCBdchedo5w20uh9wuXH%20RRQNo7
https://twitter.com/swenext?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/SWENext/
mailto:outreach@swe.org.
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SWE Programs 
Register and Join SWENext! 
  

Do you know a girl interested in engineering? 

  

SWENext is a way to become part of the Society of Women Engineers as a student through the age of 
18. Become part of SWE and #BeThatEngineer! Joining is free.  The SWENext program offers 
resources and information for adult advocates, as well.  
  

Signup at https://swe.org/k-12-outreach/youth-programs/ use event code Wisconsin at signup. 
 
Heidi 

  

https://swe.org/k-12-outreach/youth-programs/
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SWE NEWS 
Event Planning  

Would you like to plan an event this year for SWE? We 

are looking for anyone who would like to plan an 

event in your area to get a list of those we could ask 

for an event during the year. This could be any event; 

a happy hour meet, trivia night, pottery or canvas 

painting, yoga session, group run, concert, attending 

a local event, webinar watching, escape room, etc. If 

you are interested, please contact Sam at 

SamanthaBilletdeaux@gmail.com. 

 
 

mailto:SamanthaBilletdeaux@gmail.com
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  Advertisement Information   
Website and email postings may be covered by a set fee instead of the Corporate Supporter option. An 

individual posting to the website and an email message to all SWE-WI members is $50. The website posting 

will remain in place for a 30-day period. 

 
Postings to the website are generally completed in 3 to 7 business days after the request has been confirmed. 
An email notice to SWE-WI members and subscribers will follow a website posting with the same information. 
Requests for a large number of postings at one time may take longer to prepare and post. 

 
The preferred format for postings is Microsoft Word (version 2003 or higher); other text formats will be 
considered on an individual basis. Postings will remain on the SWE-WI website for a 30-day period. If the posting 
is for a job and it has not been filled in that 30-day period, a Corporate Supporter can request a 30-day extension 
via email. Please put “SWE-WI Newsletter Entry” in the subject line. 

 
 

 

 Newsletter Entry  
Send us your stories! We want to see what our professional and collegiate members are doing 

in the community! We are looking for events that SWE has hosted, job posting, member 

milestones, interesting articles or books that you would like to share with others, truly a 

multitude of topics. If you have something you want to see in the newsletter and share with 

everyone please fill out the survey at this link: https://forms.gle/CztgytTXYQB2hK6JA 
 
 
 

 

https://forms.gle/CztgytTXYQB2hK6JA

